2023-2024
BOARDs, COMMITteeS AND REPRESENTATiVES

eJournal Committee

*Description:* The eJournal Committee monitors JASC and identifies articles of interest for the online education activity known as the eJournal Club.

*Responsibilities*
- Ensure education is developed in compliance with the requirements of the ACCME and ABP CC.
- Evaluate the eJournal program effectiveness.

*2023-2024 Initiatives*
- Evaluate previously submitted eJournal articles to determine if content is current; remove ineffective or outdated materials from circulation.
- Promote article discussion on Social Media (Twitter) with engagement of the audience.
- Create YouTube Videos for article discussions.
- Working with the JASC EIC, consider interviewing the author of high clinical and research impact publications to disseminate over Social Media/YouTube/Podcast.
- Create a monthly eJournal Club to be held online/YouTube with question and answers – only member access to CME.
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